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Tevron, LLC Provides Powerful Automated Solution for System BIOS Testing
Tevron’s enterprise testing solutions can be used to automate the testing of PC BIOS.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, February 25, 2002 – Tevron, LLC today announced support to its
AcuTest NI solution for testing all PC and Thin Client system BIOS. Through the use
of Tevron’s powerful, non-intrusive, automated testing solution, the overall functionality and
compatibility of a machine’s system BIOS can now be completely automated. By using this
breakthrough non-intrusive technology, any PC can be accessed non-intrusively over IP thus
enabling testing organizations to create intelligent, automated test scripts that simulate a real user
testing any system BIOS. Anything a user can do manually, AcuTest NI can replicate via
automation.
“Testing a PC without a base operating system is a challenging task. Through the use of
AcuTest NI, test engineers can now take total control of the system under test. Creating test scripts
that intelligently validate system BIOS entries, change system BIOS entries, and reboot the PC has
finally become a simple and productive task. Until now, non-intrusive solutions have been
extremely expensive, hardware intensive, and very difficult to deploy. AcuTest NI is user
friendly, very flexible and can control several systems simultaneously over IP, all at an economical
price”, explains Jay Labadini, President and CEO of Tevron, LLC.
Tevron’s automated solutions support all system BIOS versions and all Windows
environments including Windows 3.1, Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000, Millennium, and XP. In
addition, Tevron’s automated solutions also support ALL browsers, including AOL, Microsoft,
Netscape, RealOne as well as ALL development environments including Java, Siebel, PeopleSoft,
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Lotus Notes, Oracle, SAP, WebLogic, WebSphere, .NET, Streaming Media, to name just a few.
To learn how Tevron can improve the testing of your system BIOS, call
1.978.441.9844 or visit www.tevron.com.

ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron, LLC is a pioneer in a new class of automated software testing solutions. Utilizing
Tevron’s proprietary Image Verification as a platform for its automated solutions, Tevron’s mission
is to provide automation solutions compatible with all Windows operating systems, development
environments and hardware platforms. Tevron offers test automation solutions in both
standalone software versions and totally non-invasive external appliance aided versions, as well as
offering expert implementation and testing services.
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